
Comments on Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan Examination document EX201 and EX201B to ERX201L 
 

This document has been prepared following the issue of the Inspector’s Interim Report, EX212, and is intentionally 

kept brief on matters already covered within that report. 

 

1. Harm to the openness of the Green Belt and proposed mitigation 

 

The proposed bund and planting scheme do not mitigate the complete change proposed in the openness of 

the Green Belt when viewed from the South. The comparison to the Hertford Pinehurst estate is a false one 

given that at Pinehurst the road, the A10, lies well below the level of the development in an incised cutting 

and the bund stands well above the road, unlike the A414 at SDS2 Birchall Garden Suburb. The comparison 

with the accepted bunding in the East Herts portion of Birchall Garden Suburb is, likewise, false given that 

the land there is inherently almost flat rather than forming a significant rising feature as at SDS2. Appendix 2, 

EX201B, only serves to illustrate how badly the proposed bund impacts on the currently open nature of the 

area North of the A414. Appendix 6, EX201H, further substantiates this difference between the 2 proposed 

areas for bunds given the much wider contour line spacing in the East Herts section that an SDS2. Taken 

together the proposals create unacceptable harm to the Green Belt from the Southern section of SDS2, such 

that it is not possible to mitigate it successfully. 

 

2. Compliance with Policy SADM16 

 

The absence of objection from Natural England cannot be considered material as there are no regionally or 

nationally designated sites within the vicinity of SDS2. The lack of objections from Herts & Middlesex Wildlife 

Trust also bears little relevance given their close ties to Tarmac in recent years in managing Panshanger Park. 

 

It is impossible to agree with the assertion that damage to the “most valuable ecological assets” has been 

avoided given the almost complete lack of baseline data that either Tarmac or Welwyn Hatfield Council have 

so far presented in relation to SDS2. EX201G states Tarmac have undertaken “both desktop studies and an 

extensive range of field surveys” yet none of this data has been placed in the public domain to support the 

baseline assessment of SDS2 as suitable and sustainable for large scale development. 

 

EX201G makes no mention of how an effective green corridor will be incorporated within the proposed 

development, a stark absence in a technical note purportedly on ecological matters. I am left with the clear 

impression that the green corridor is, at best, an afterthought rather than being recognised as a key baseline 

constraint around which the proposed development has been designed. 

 

The majority of EX201G is spend extolling the virtues of the provision of some 60Ha of “parkland” on the old 

landfill site which, they contend, will alleviate any impacts of the development on The Commons LNR. It is 

currently far from clear, given the considerable evidence of dangerous contamination revealed in the old 



landfill site during the Examination, that such a use can cost-effectively be achieved as the necessary 

mitigation has not been investigated and determined in sufficient detail. Given the unacceptability of the 

southern section of SDS2 for development, necessitating a much lower final quantum of housing delivered, it 

may yet be that the costs of effectively mitigating the contamination across the site renders the overall 

project unviable (the only viability assessments so far presented to the examination date from 2016, well 

before most of the current contamination evidence was presented, and was based on delivering 1200 

houses in SDS2 with an assumed contamination remediation cost of £2M). 

 

 

3. Response to EX186B Noise Mitigation 

 

I am not competent to comment on the technical nature of the noise mitigation proposals in EX201C. I do, 

however, note that the proposals still depend upon either a 12 metre high screen or buildings of 14 metres 

high. Either of these would completely alter this Green Belt setting. 

 

4. EX201D Appendix 4 Design Considerations Briefing Note and EX201K Note on Design Principles 

 

EX201D contends that the noise issues from Burnside present an “opportunity to accommodate flats and 

denser houses in a location close to the proposed neighbourhood centre and primary school”. The examples 

of existing development in Welwyn Garden City quoted to justify such urban development styles are all 

dispersed and shielded from the open countryside around by the woodland currently forming the edge of 

the town unlike the proposed site. 

 

EX201K states that the “masterplan should be landscape-led” and that the “built form should respond to 

topography so that it sits comfortably in terms of its scale, massing and orientation”. I cannot see how this 

fits with building extensive 4 storey housing blocks along the visibly open edge of the current Green Belt and 

then using a 10 metre high planted embankment to hide them. It proposes densities up to 50 dph be used in 

the rising part of the southern site and justifies this by reference to Goldsmith Street, Norwich, which is not a 

garden City. 

 

  



Conclusion 

 

Overall the documents this comment relates to attempt to justify the ongoing approach of justifying a large, 

dense urban development being applied to a key sensitive agricultural landscape outside the footprint of the 

existing town. No compelling new evidence has been introduced regarding the acceptability of the proposed 

mitigation measures to avoid unacceptable impacts on the Green Belt purposes or the ecology currently 

present within the site. As a result the proposed housing quantum should be delivered within one or more of 

the alternative sites offered in the Call for Sites earlier this year. 

 

 

Ian Davis MCIWEM C.WEM 


